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What do we do for research?

Examples of events
And for PhD candidates?
Arqus Mentoring Programme for Early-Stage Researchers

A 9-month programme during which young researchers are mentored by a professor from another Arqus university for advice on career development in the academic world. 2nd edition in 2023-2024 Kick-off event in September-October (in Lyon in 2024) + online training sessions throughout the year. Mentors take part in webinars throughout the year.
Arqus PhD Week for Careers Outside Academia

4-5 day training course for around 40 PhD students and post-docs who wish to pursue a career outside academia. 
Topics: identifying skills, preparing applications, etc. 
The 4th edition will take place in the 1st half of 2024 in Wroclaw, Poland.
LinkedIn page with posts on Arqus activities (events, mobility, funding, etc.), thoughts on the doctoral path, news from the world of research, etc.
Monthly online meetings with doctoral students and postdocs from Arqus universities to discuss a wide range of topics, including the particularities of academic careers in each country, methodological issues, career strategies and problems encountered. In short, an event by and for young researchers!

Moderated by Laura Bousquet (Lyon1)

Next meeting: 28/11 at 4pm CET

Arqus contacts

To know more about our activities:

- Arqus Website
- Arqus' page on university's website
- LinkedIn Arqus PhD Portal
Thanks for your attention!
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